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The theory of quantum order-by-disorder (QOBD) explains the formation of modulated magnetic
states at the boundary between ferromagnetism and paramagnetism in zero field. PrPtAl has been
argued to provide an archetype for this. Here, we report the phase diagram in magnetic field,
applied along both the easy a-axis and hard b-axis. For field aligned to the b-axis, we find that the
magnetic transition temperatures are suppressed and at low temperature there is a single modulated
fan state, separating an easy a-axis ferromagnetic state from a field polarised state. This fan state
is well explained with the QOBD theory in the presence of anisotropy and field. Experimental
evidence supporting the QOBD explanation is provided by the large increase in the T 2 coefficient
of the resistivity and direct detection of enhanced magnetic fluctuations with inelastic neutron
scattering, across the field range spanned by the fan state. This shows that the QOBD mechanism
can explain field induced modulated states that persist to very low temperature.
The suppression of magnetic order by pressure (P ) or
chemical substitution is a proven approach to discover
new quantum phases of matter, such as unconventional
superconductivity. In clean metallic anti-ferromagnets,
the transition remains continuous as the ordering tem-
perature is suppressed by the tuning parameter, result-
ing in a quantum critical point (QCP) at zero tempera-
ture. For clean metallic ferromagnets a QCP is, however,
avoided in one of two ways [1]. In the first, the transition
becomes 1st order at a tri-critical point (TCP). Tuning
beyond this point, meta-magnetic transitions occur at
finite field along the easy axis that give rise to wings
in the P -H-T phase diagram, across which the uniform
moment is discontinuous (H is the magnetic field). This
mechanism arises from coupling to any bosonic mode at
zero wavevector [2–4]. Examples include UGe2 [5, 6] and
ZrZn2 [7]. In the second way a modulated state is formed
between the ferromagnetic (FM) and paramagnetic (PM)
states [8, 9]. This is driven by increased particle-hole
fluctuations around the deformed Fermi surface in the
modulated state, a mechanism known as quantum order-
by-disorder (QOBD) [10].
The first reported observation of such a modulated state
was in PrPtAl [11], but those measurements did not ac-
cess the QCP. A modulated state was later observed in
the itinerant magnet Nb1−yFe2+y [12, 13], at low temper-
ature for y ≈ 0 between two FM states, with y & 0.004
and y . −0.012 [12]. For excess Fe (y & 0.004), the mod-
ulated state is undercut by FM at low temperature, giv-
ing a behaviour resembling that in PrPtAl. An avoided
QCP under pressure in LaCrGe3 [14, 15], has recently
been shown to give way to short-range order, rather than
long-range modulated anti-ferromagnetism [16].
For PrPtAl, neutron and resonant X-ray scattering
identified that as a function of temperature the PM
to FM transition passes through two incommensurately
modulated spin density wave states, SDW1 & SDW2.
The SDW2 state fits well with predictions for QOBD [11].
However, there are some problems describing SDW1 in
terms of QOBD, that we address in the present study.
For SDW1 & SDW2, pressure does not suppress the or-
dering temperature, but enhances it, so the quantum
regime where the transitions occur at very low, and ul-
timately zero temperature, has not so far been explored.
Here, we show that a field transverse to the easy axis can
provide an appropriate tuning parameter to depress the
transition temperatures (to zero) in PrPtAl, giving a fan
state (SDW3), that we explain with the QOBD theory
in an applied field. This vastly expands the scope over
which this theory has been successfully applied to include
states that extend to zero temperature, compared with
SDW1 & SDW2, which are confined to finite tempera-
tures.
One of the most remarkable properties of the QOBD
theory is that it explains order along magnetic hard
axes [1]. In zero field this is manifest by states SDW1
& SDW2 with modulated moments (m) along both the
a-axis (easy-axis) and b-axis (hard-axis) directions. The
SDW3 state links the uniform states, FM and polarised
PM, with different moment orientations. This provides
an ideal setting for the QOBD mechanism since the dif-
ference in energy between m ‖ a and m ‖ b is low in this
region.
Mechanisms for forming SDW1 & SDW2, based on do-
main walls, a Devil’s staircase generated by competing in-
teractions, or an electronic nesting instability, have been
ruled out in the previous work [11]. To treat PrPtAl the
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FIG. 1: Colourscale images of normalised magnetic resonant X-ray scattered-intensity as a function of field (H) applied along
the b-axis and scattering vector (0, 0, L) at (a) and (b) 5.55 K, (c) and (d) 5.2 K, (e) and (f) 4.5 K and (g) and (h) 2.4 K.
Scattering at wavevectors q1 and q2, survives up to 2 T, before abruptly being replaced by scattering at wavevector q3. (i) The
H-T phase diagram showing the integrated intensity at q1, q2, q3 and 3q2 up to 4 T. The marker size is proportional to the
integrated intensity (scaling shown in the legend). Measured points where no intensity was found are marked by crosses. (j) The
variation in integrated intensity at q2 and q3 with H at 4.5 K. (k) T dependence of the magnitude of q3 (the dashed line is a
guide to the eye).
by the inclusion of local moments and anisotropy [11].
The magnetoresistance (MR) for field along the easy a-
axis is strongly negative in the SDW2 state with a cusp-
like maximum at B=0, suggesting stronger fluctuations
are present in the SDW2 state than in the FM state,
supporting a QOBD based explanation for SDW2 (Sup-
plementary Material (SM) Fig. S2). The MR for SDW1,
however, has a peak at low field which seems at odds with
the expectation of the QOBD theory, assuming field sup-
presses the modulated order.
Here, we show that the amplitude of the SDW1 state is
in fact initially enhanced with magnetic field before be-
ing suppressed at higher field. The increase of the MR is
then perfectly consistent with QOBD. This is because in
a QOBD state the fluctuations are enhanced along with
the amplitude of the order. In contrast, for non-QOBD
states magnetic fluctuations are peaked at a phase transi-
tion, but are suppressed entering the ordered state. The
correlation we report between the order and MR, there-
fore, provides clear evidence that both SDW1 and SDW2
are explained by the QOBD mechanism.
A comprehensive description of the sample and exper-
imental methods is given in the SM. Resonant X-ray
scattering intensity from high quality single crystals of
PrPtAl, for fields along the b and a-axis, is shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Measurements were car-
ried out at the 6.444 keV Pr L2-edge (this energy gives
access to several Brillouin zones and avoids the surface
sensitivity at lower energy M4 & M5 edges). These mea-
surements are sensitive to magnetic moments directed
along a. We discuss first the low field (< 50 mT) mea-
surements for both axes, and then higher field measure-
ments for H ‖ b. The overall phase diagram is shown
in Fig. 4. As found previously in zero field, SDW1 exists
below T1 = 5.85±0.05 K with q1 ≈ (0, 0, 0.10), accompa-
nied by a second state with a modulation vector, that we
label here, q4 ≈ (0, 0, 0.235). Below T2 = 5.45 ± 0.35 K,
these states are replaced by SDW2 with q2 ≈ (0, 0, 0.07)
and a third harmonic. We find that the modulation at q4
is suppressed by residual fields in our magnets. Thus, the
q4 intensity seen in the inset of Fig. 2(a) (no magnet) is
not present in Fig. 2(d). Fig. 2(c) shows that for H ‖ a,
the intensity of the q1 modulation of SDW1 is initially
enhanced, and is maximum at 10 mT, where it is accom-
panied by a second harmonic (Fig. 2(e) and (f)). No 2q1
signal is induced for field ‖ b. The MR for field along
the a-axis (SM Fig. S2), contains a small positive max-
imum at 10 mT in SDW1 that as explained above may
now be understood to be a consequence of the enhanced
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FIG. 2: (a) Colourscale image of the normalised magnetic resonant X-ray scattered intensity as a function of T and reciprocal
lattice co-ordinate (0,0,L) in zero field (no magnet). Inset, the corresponding intensity at wavevectors q4 and 3q2. (b) H-T
phase diagram of the integrated intensity at q1, q2, 2q1 and 3q2 for H applied along the a-axis. The marker size is proportional
to the normalised integrated intensity (scaling is shown in the legend). Measured points where no intensity is found are marked
by crosses. The data at zero field in this plot are with the magnet in place. (c)-(h) Colourscale maps of scattered intensity
as a function of H along a-axis and (0, 0, L) for 5.8, 5.4 and 5.0 K (the corresponding temperatures at zero field are marked
by dashed lines in (a)). (i) T dependence of q1 and q2. Points at different field superimpose. Dashed lines are guides to the
eye showing that both q1 and q2 increase linearly with temperature. (j) The ratio of integrated intensity between the second
harmonic 2q1 and q1 at 5.4 K as a function of field. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
|q2| increase with temperature as expected by the QOBD
mechanism, shown in Fig. 2(i). No changes of q1 and q2
are seen with field.
We now discuss larger fields applied along the b-
axis (Fig.1). SDW1 and SDW2 survive to ∼ 2 T before
switching to SDW3 with modulation vector q3 ≈ 0.24
(Fig. 1(c)-(f)). The magnitude of the critical field (2 T)
is comparable to the conventional anisotropy field esti-
mated in [11]. SDW3, then extends into the quantum
regime at low temperature and high fields, which was
the original target for the QOBD description. The inte-
grated intensities of SDW2 & SDW3 as a function of field
at 4.5 K, are shown in Fig. 1(j). At 1.6 T no SDW3 inten-
sity is present, at 2 T it co-exists with SDW2, replacing
SDW2 entirely at 2.4 T consistent with a 1st order tran-
sition. Above 2.4 T, the intensity decreases continuously
with field to zero above 3.2 T. The linear suppression of
the intensity with field suggests that the high field tran-
sition is continuous. This is also confirmed with neutron
scattering for H ‖ b-axis at 1.7 K (SM Fig. S1). The neu-
tron scattering also confirms the uniform FM moment is
suppressed when SDW3 appears (SM Fig. S1). The res-
olution limited SDW peaks and suppression of FM show
that the SDW3 state is distinct from FM. SDW3 could be
either a polarised spiral, a b-axis fan state or an inclined
plane wave state (these cannot be distinguished based on
our data). A fan state, as found in field polarised rare
earth helimagnets [17, 18], might be considered the most
likely choice, although the mechanism driving modulated
state formation is quite different. Fig. 1(k) shows that
unlike q1 and q2, q3 decreases with increasing tempera-
ture. Analogous to q1 and q2, no significant change of q3
is seen with field.
MR for field along the b-axis is shown in Fig. 3(a).
Red markers show the transition fields seen with X-rays.
At the continuous transition to the fully polarised state,
where the transverse magnetic susceptibility is expected
to diverge, a local maxima exists. The temperature range
of the measurements does not permit a meaningful esti-
mate of the power law describing the temperature depen-
dence of the resistivity, however, the magnitude of the
dependence can be estimated based on ρ = ρ0 + AT
2.
The A coefficient of resistivity as a function of field ap-
plied along the b-axis is shown in Fig. 3(b), determined
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from the data between 2.2 and 4 K. In this temperature
range, SDW3 exists between∼ 2 and 4.2 T. The tempera-
ture dependence of the resistivity is seen to be enhanced
in the SDW3 state. The incommensurate modulation
could provide an additional source of scattering. Follow-
ing Matthiessen’s rule, this would add an additional term
to ρ0. The magnitude of this term would depend on the
amplitude and possibly the wavevector q3 of the modu-
lation. The SDW amplitude is suppressed with T , while
q3 changes only very modestly (< 1%). Thus, the overall
effect of such a contribution would be to decrease the to-
tal T -dependence in the fan state (the opposite of what is
seen). The increased T dependence observed, therefore,
must reflect an increase in the DOS in SDW3 compared
with FM & PM, which confirms a key prediction of the
QOBD theory.
Inelastic neutron scattering spectra at 1.7 K, with H ‖
b, are shown in Fig. 3(c)-(f). For PrPtAl, there are 4 Pr
atoms per unit cell and the crystalline electric field (CEF)
environment splits the 4f2 Pr3+ ions into 9 non-magnetic
singlets. FM order is achieved by mixing singlets via an
inter-site exchange interaction [19, 20]. At 2 T, in the
FM state (Fig. 3(c)), scattering from the excitations of
the lowest excited singlet exists between 0.6-0.8 meV,
consistent with previous results in zero field [11]. In the
SDW3 state, at 3.5 and 4.5 T (Fig. 3(d) and (e)), soften-
ing of this mode occurs at q3. This softening, at nonzero q
and the associated energy fluctuations, require long range
interactions transmitted by the itinerant electrons. Con-
versely the interaction with the electrons results in strong
damping of the CEF levels. The broad low energy inten-
sity at 0-0.3 meV near q3, is the direct observation of this.
Enhanced scattering in the same energy range is also seen
close to q = 0 (at (002)), which is a direct manifestation
of an increased DOS [21]. Importantly, these strongly
damped modes are also present at 3.5 T, well away from
the critical field just above ∼ 4.5 T, showing that strong
electronic correlations are an intrinsic attribute of the in-
commensurate phase and are not limited to the critical
field.
We now compare our results to the predictions of the
QOBD model with magnetic anisotropy in an applied
field. This model is described in detail in the SM. In
PrPtAl, the local CEF environments are tilted in the a-c
plane. This means moments in the a-direction also im-
ply an implicit AF moment component along c within
the unit cell. For simplicity, we omit mention of the
c-axis moments in the following. In previous QOBD cal-
culations, only a helimagnet spiral state for SDW2 and
uniform ferromagnetism were considered [11]. The order
parameter for the moments in the helimagnet is
mhelix(r) =
(
ma cos[qz + φ(z)]
mb sin[qz + φ(z) + ε]
)
(1)
with φ(z) = −δ1a sin(qz)+δ1b cos(qz)−δ2 sin(2qz) where
q is the primary modulation vector, which is along z (c-
axis). Previously only δ2 6= 0 was considered, which ac-
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FIG. 3: (a) The MR, normalised to the zero field resistiv-
ity value at 300 K, for field applied along the b-axis. The
region where SDW3 exists is shaded red, with markers show-
ing the transition field seen in X-ray scattering. (b) The A
coefficient of resistivity for Fermi liquid fits between 4-2.2 K
as a function of field. Black markers correspond to the re-
gion where SDW3 exists within this temperature range. (c)-
(f) Colourscale images of inelastic neutron scattered intensity
(in arbitrary units) as a function of energy transfer and recip-
rocal lattice co-ordinate (0, 0, L) at 1.7 K for different fields
applied along the b-axis. These show the dispersion of the
lowest energy magnetic excitation at (c) 2 T in the FM state,
(d) 3.5 T and (e) 4.5 T in the SDW3 state and (f) 5.5 T in
the polar PM state.
an evenly pitched spiral in response to the CEF and gen-
erates a third-order harmonic at 3q (Fig. 4 SDW2). The
term ε switches between a spiral for ε = 0 and an inclined
plane wave for ε = ±π/2. This parameter has not been
determined experimentally.
The δ1a,b terms tilt moments towards a field along the
a, b-axis. These terms give a second-order harmonic. Ex-
perimentally the SDW2 state resists polarising in a field
(δ1 terms small), whereas SDW1 polarises strongly for
H ‖ a (significant δ1a, the relative intensity of the second
harmonic against field is shown in Fig. 2(j)). The lack of
a 3rd-order harmonic for SDW1 indicates a weaker role
of CEF anisotropy (δ2 small) in this state compared with
SDW2.
Unequal moments along the a and b-axes i.e. ma 6= mb,
provide another source of anisotropy, that does not result
by itself in the generation of higher harmonic reflections.
In polarised neutron scattering [11], it was found that the
ratio of ma to mb was around 3± 0.5 at lower tempera-
































FIG. 4: The schematic Ha-Hb-T phase diagram for PrPtAl
with fields applied along the easy a-axis (vertical) and hard b-
axis (horizontal), based on our measurements. SDW1 (Blue),
SDW2 (green) and SDW3 (Red) modulated states form a
ridge around the first order FM plane (yellow) across which
the FM moment M ‖ a reverses. The phase boundaries be-
tween the different modulated states and on the low-field low-
temperature side of the ridge are first order. Schematics of
the moment directions viewed along the c-axis for one modu-
lation period for the different modulated states SDW1, SDW2
and SDW3 are shown below the phase diagram.
harmonics) and 2.5 ± 0.5 (for both SDW1 and SDW2)
at higher temperatures. Thus, the intrinsic anisotropy
ma/mb is similar in all the states.
In forming a modulated state, there is a loss of FM
exchange energy since the moments are no longer lo-
cally aligned. This acts to minimise the modulation
wavevector q. This is offset in the QOBD mechanism by
the excess density of states created through modulation,
roughly proportional to m2q2 which lowers the energy,
favouring a large q. The optimum q results from a subtle
balance of these two energies and is strongly dependent
on temperature.
The crystal field anisotropy energy between the a and
b axes is proportional to m3 (or higher power of m) and
also contributes to the energy balance [22, 23]. It favours
a state that has all the moments aligned in the preferred
CEF direction (a-axis). As the temperature increases,
the magnitude of the ordered moment falls and the role
of magnetic anisotropy decreases more rapidly than the
other energy scales. This is consistent with the observed
fall in the intensity of the third harmonic with temper-
ature in the SDW2 state. For H ‖ a, the polarisibility
should grow with temperature as moments are less con-
fined to the a-axis. This is exactly what is seen; for the
SDW1 state, where no 3rd harmonic is detected, stronger
H ‖ a polarisability results in the second harmonic δ1a.
This behaviour is captured in our QOBD model for low
applied field, in the helimagnet state. As in the zero-field
case, the presence of two modulated states, SDW1 and
SDW2, with a jump in q at the transition between them
is not found. However, as shown in SM Fig S5, δ1 be-
comes dominant over δ2 on increasing temperature.
For larger fields we expect that a fan state around the
field direction becomes energetically favorable. We con-







with Ω(z) = Ω0 + ∆ sin(qz). Here, ∆ is the opening an-
gle of the fan which is centered around the angle Ω0. We
evaluated the free energy density for H ‖ b in the FM,
deformed helix and fan states following the QOBD ap-
proach. By minimizing the free energies we determined
the evolution of the magnetic structure as a function of
H ‖ b, shown in SM Fig. S3. Initially, with increasing
field, a deformed helix is favoured that undergoes a 1st
order transition to a fan state with a larger value of q. On
further increasing the field, this fan continuously trans-
forms to a polarised state.
Our experimental results are, therefore, consistent with
the QOBD prediction in applied field. Our resistivity
study indeed provides evidence for an increase in the
DOS. Additionally, inelastic neutron scattering shows
enhanced magnetic fluctuations, throughout the SDW3
state. The overall H-T phase diagram for both hard and
easy axes is shown in Fig. 4, along with schematics for
each magnetic structure.
In conclusion, we have shown PrPtAl may be tuned with
field applied along the hard b-axis to a singly modulated
fan state SDW3, that is well explained by the QOBD the-
ory. At higher temperature, the low field states SDW1
and SDW2 add complexity. We have resolved why the
MR initially increases in SDW1 for H ‖ a. We have
also identified qualitatively why SDW1 is more strongly
polarisable and therefore preferred in a small field over
SDW2, close to T1. SDW1 and SDW2 are separated by
a first order transition and do not necessarily have dif-
ferent symmetry order parameters. Instead they may
simply reflect an unstable energy landscape, rather than
being intrinsic to the QOBD mechanism.
Field induced modulated order has been seen in 1D
and 2D materials, including recently in Sr3Ru2O7 [24] at
the boundary between two field polarised states. While
QOBD may contribute to stabilising these modulated
states, their low dimensionality means that Van-Hove sin-
gularities and nesting probably dominate the formation
mechanism. Non-centrosymmetric Ca3Ru2O7 provides
another interesting example where polarised helicoid or-
der occurs at high temperatures, between two differently
oriented anti-ferromagnetic states [25, 26]. Our results
show that modulated state formation may occur more
widely when applying a transverse field to a ferromagnet.
This could have important implications, for understand-
6
ing state formation in other materials such as the recently
observed field induced superconductivity in UTe2 [27].
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